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1| Tibidabo mountain
affords spectacular
views of the city.
2| Contemporary wood
designs for the home
can be found at AOO.
3| Hotel Brummell has a
relaxed, intimate style.
4| Praktik Bakery hotel.
5| The Museu Picasso
occupies five townhouses.
6| Try tapas inspired by
dishes from Vietnam
and China at Mosquito.
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I love the Praktik Bakery hotel,
hotelpraktikbakery.com. It’s
affordable and a few steps away
from Gaudi’s masterpieces La
Pedrera and Casa Batlló. Rusticstyle rooms, from £45 per night,
feature painted wood, warm tones
and metro tiles. Hotel Brummell,
hotelbrummell.com, from £99 per
night, is an intimate oasis off the
beaten track. I recommend this
hidden gem to friends who want
to experience relaxed Catalonian
living. For an unbeatable view of
the skyline, the Meliá Barcelona
Sky, melia.com, is located in
one of the city’s tallest buildings,
designed by Dominique Perrault,
and reflects the contemporary,
urban side of Barcelona. Rooms,
from £90 per night.

There are so many fine restaurants
here, fusing diverse cultures. Top
of my list is Mosquito, mosquito
tapas.com, which serves great
Asian food in the heart of the
lively El Born district. I love to
order the signature dumplings
and a bottle of craft beer. One of
the most talked about restaurants
is Xemei, xemei.es. It’s known for
its dynamic clientele and relaxed
interior, but the food is the star
of the show, including delicious
polenta-stuffed baby squid and
creamy burrata. Els Pescadors,
elspescadors.com, in El Poblenou
district, is one of my favourite
places to eat. If you can, sit
outside on the terrace and enjoy
the wonderful seafood while
overlooking historic Plaça Prim.

The city is full of exciting design
and vintage stores. I always
stop at AOO, altrescoses.cat,
for handmade wooden furniture
with a modern edge. There are
wonderful clothing stores, too.
The Outpost, theoutpostbcn.
com, sells shoes by Palladium
and traditional Maquedano hats.
For contemporary furniture
and fun homeware, head to
L’appartement, lappartement.es,
where you’ll find work by new
talent, while design gallery and
bookshop MUTT, on Comerç in El
Born, is also worth a look. Don’t
visit the city without sampling
some of its delicacies at La
Boqueria, a lively, historic market
on La Rambla that has been
around for at least 300 years.

Barcelona is renowned for its
fascinating architecture, from
Gaudi’s Palau Güell, palauguell.
cat, to the Gothic Catedral,
catedralbcn.org, not to mention
the wonderful Museu Picasso,
museupicasso.bcn.cat, but
walking the city’s districts is
a good way to get to know it.
El Poblenou is my favourite by
far. Once the industrial hub, it
has a mix of historic and modern
architecture with a dash of urban
grit. Avinguda del Paral·lel is
another great area with narrow,
hilly streets that reflect Barcelona’s
ancient origins. I also love to visit
Parc de Collserola, parcnatural
collserola.cat, a beautiful spot
by Tibidabo mountain with
spectacular views over the city.
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Interior designer Cristian Zuzunaga
sings the praises of his vibrant home city
with its distinctive blend of Gothic and
modernist architecture, eclectic fine
dining and alluring coastal setting

